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Learn how Papert programmed a robot 
called a ¶turtle’
Tell which shape is programmed by look-
ing at a few lines of code




Program patterns in LOGO
1960s
LOGO

























Note:  This resource may be useful for the above DT 
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Filename:  Town.bmp
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the following example are 
steps that do convert into 
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TO CORNER
FD 100 RT 90
END
visualising things that 
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in computer science 
states work in a 
similar way 
 
If a machine is in a 
certain state (1), it 
will execute a set 
of instructions 
If a machine is in 
another state (2), it 
will execute a 
different set of 
instructions 
TO SQUARE
REPEAT 4 [FC 20 FT 90]
END
so to program a square
we need to draw four lines 
and turn at a 90 degree angle 
each time. TO CORNERFD 100 RT 90
END
a state in logo
go stop
every machine has a 
start and an ending 
state
every machine has a 
start and an ending 
state.  In this example 
it counts to 4 and 
then stops
an ending condition 
satisfies the machine 
and it stops after 
repeating the corner 
procedure 4 times
Repeat 4
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that draws a 
column
to abstract a 
column 
procedure
to draw 8 
squares in a 
column you 
could code
REPEAT 8     [SQUARE FD 20]
to turn right 
at the first 




RT 90 FD 20 RT 90
REPEAT 8 [FD 20 RT 90]












  REPEAT 8 [SQUARE FD20]
  RT 90 FD 40 RT90
  REPEAT 8 [SQUARE FD 20]
  LT 180
END
TO CHECKERBOARD




1 2 3 4
1.  move forward once and 
left once
2.  repeat 360 times
1.  move forward once 
and left once
2.  repeat 360 times
1.  move forward twice
and left once
2.  repeat 360 times
1.  move forward twice
and left once
2.  repeat 360 times
REPEAT 360 [FD 1 LT 1]
LT 1FD 1 
to construct a 
circle
and so on for 90
and so on for 180
and so on for 360
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1.  move forward once and 
left once
2.  repeat 90 times
REPEAT 90 [FD 1 LT 1]
to construct an 
arc.  
Hint: this is just part of a circle
3.  turn left 90
4. move forward once and 
left once
5.  repeat 90 times 
LT 90
REPEAT 90 [FD 1 LT 1]
REPEAT 2 [REPEAT 90 
[FD 1 RT 1] RT 90]
TO LEAF
REPEAT 2 [REPEAT 90 
[FD 1 RT 1] RT 90]
END
now go back the 
other way  













1.  run the leaf pattern
2.  turn the turtle increas-
ing it by 360/24=15 degrees
3.  repeat 24 times
repeat the leaf 
pattern 24 times 
increasing the angle 




[FD 1 RT 1]] RT 90
END
TO CRYSANTHEMUM




1.  turn 180 degrees
2.  foward 200 steps
1.  make a leaf
2.  turn left 90 
degrees
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REPEAT 23 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 22 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 21 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 20 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 19 [LEAF RT 15] 
REPEAT 18 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 17 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 16 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 15 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 14 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 13 [LEAF RT 15] 
REPEAT 12 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 11 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 10 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 9 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 8 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 7 [LEAF RT 15] 
REPEAT 6 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 5 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 4 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 3 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 2 [LEAF RT 15] REPEAT 1 [LEAF RT 15] 
REPEAT 24 [LEAF RT 15] 
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recursion
in computer 
science is when a 
procedure calls 
itself as part of the 
solution
through recursion 
we discover the 
emergence of 
pattern
to draw a picture






1.  DRAW A LINE FORWARD A 
NUMBER OF STEPS 
2.  TURNING 90 DEGREES 
TO START THE NEXT LINE
WE ALSO NEED TO INCREASE THE
LINE LENGTH BY 5 STEPS EACH TIME 
WE DRAW IT. SO WE NEED TO ADD 
ANOTHER COMMAND IN THAT ADDS 5 
TO THE STEP NUMBER.  THIS WOULD 
BE STEP 3 SO OUR INSTRUCTIONS 
TO LOGO NOW READS
LOGO REMEMBERS THE NUMBER OF STEPS IT 
TAKES FORWARD FROM THE VARIABLE N.  
VARIABLES ARE COVERED IN CHAPTER 10.  THE 
PERSON OPERATING THE PROGRAM INPUTS THE 
FIRST NUMBER OF STEPS THEN LOGO GENERATES 
THE REST BY ADDING 5 EACH REPEAT TO THE 
NUMBER OF STEPS.  THE COMMAND
THE OPERATOR SUPPLIES THE VALUE OF N WHEN 
THE PROGRAM RUNS IN THE BEGINNING
MAZE 20
1.  DRAWING A LINE FORWARD A NUMBER OF STEPS 
2.  TURNING 90 DEGREES TO START THE NEXT LINE
3.  ADD 5 STEPS TO THE NUMBER OF STEPS
convert instructions to code
TO MAZE :N
FD :N RT 90
MAZE :N +5
END
THE FORMAT FOR THIS RECURSIVE PROCEDURE IS AS 
FOLLOWS:




1.  DRAW A LINE FORWARD A 
NUMBER OF STEPS 
2.  TURNING 90 DEGREES 
TO START THE NEXT LINE
1.  FD :N 
2.  RT 90
1.  FD :N 
2.  RT 90
3.  :N +5
1.  DRAWING A LINE FORWARD A 
NUMBER OF STEPS 
2.  TURNING 90 DEGREES TO START 
THE NEXT LINE
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koch snowflake 
start with a line
Divide the line into 3 
equal parts draw an equilateral 
triangle using the middle 
segment as a base
1 2 3
erase the base of the equi-
lateral triangle
4
repeat steps 2 - 4 until 
you have finished the flake
5
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koch snowflake 
[repeat 3 [rt 120 side :size :level]] 
( side 100 1 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 lt 60] >>>
(side 33.3333333333333333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
( side 33.333333333333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops[side side stops
[side :size /3 :level - 1 lt 60] >>>
snowflake 100 1
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 rt 120] >>>
 (side 33.333333333 0 )
  [if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
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[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
side stops
(side 100 1 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 lt 60] >>>
(side 33.33333333333 0 )




[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 lt 60] >>>
(side 33.33333333 0 
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 rt 120] >>>
(side 33.333333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 lt 60] >>>
(side 33.333333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 lt 60] >>>
[side :size /3 :level - 1] >>>
(side 33.333333333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
[side :size /3 :level - 1] >>>
(side 33.333333333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
side stops
(side 100 1 )
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[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 lt 60} >>>
(side 33.333333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
[side :size / 3 :level - 1 rt 120] >>>
(side 33.33333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
[side :side / 3 :level - 1 lt 60] >>>
(side 33.3333333 0 )
[if :level = 0 [fd :size stop]] >>>
side stops
[side :size / 3 :level - 1] >>>
(side 33.33333 0 )
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hilbert 20 2 [h :size :level 1]    ( h 20 2 1 )
    [if :lev = 0 [stop]] 
[lt :par * 90] 
hilbert pattern
[h :size :level - 1 0 - :par]
    ( h 20 1 - 1 )
    [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
[lt :par * 90]
[rt :par * 90] 
[h :size :lev - 1 :par]
  ( h 20 0 -1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[rt :par * 90] 
[h :size :lev - 1 :par]
  ( h 20 0 -1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[fd :size]
[h :size :lev - 1 0 - :par]
  (h 20 0 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[fd :size] 
[fd size]
[h :size :lev - 1 0 - :par]
  (h 20 0 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[lt :par * 90]
h stops
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[h :size :lev - 1 0 - :par]
  ( h 20 0 - 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[fd :size]
[h :size :lev - 1 :par]
  ( h 20 0 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[fd :size]
[rt :par * 90]
[h :size :lev - 1 :par]
  ( h 20 1 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
[lt :par * 90]
[fd :size]
[fd :size]
[rt :par * 90]
[h :size :lev - 1 :par]
  ( h 20 0 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
  [rt :par * 90]
[h :size :lev - 1 0 :par]
  ( h 20 0 -1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
  [lt :par * 90]
[fd :size] [h :size :lev - 1 - :par]  ( h 20 1 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
[lt :par * 90]
 
[h :size :lev - 1 0 - :par]
  ( h 20 0 - 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
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[rt :par * 90] [h :size :lev - 1 :par]  ( h 20 0 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[fd :size]
[h :size :lev - 1 0 - :par]
  ( h 20 0 -1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[lt :par *90 ]
  h stops
[h :size :lev - 1 :par]
  ( h 20 0 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[rt :par *90 ]
[h :size :lev - 1 0 - :par]
  ( h 20 0 -1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[lt :par *90 ]
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[h :size :lev - 1 0 - :par]
  ( h 20 0 -1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[fd :size]
[h :size :lev - 1 :par]
  ( h 20 0 -1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[fd :size]
[h :size :lev - 1 :par]
  ( h 20 0 -1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[rt :par * 90 ]
[rt :par * 90]
[h :size :lev - 1 0 - :par]
  ( h 20 0 1 )
  [if :lev = 0 [stop]]
  h stops
[lt :par * 90 ]
  h stops
[lt :par * 90]
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